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A. BACKGROUND
1.  SOCIAL HOUSING INSTITUTIONS – THE HEART OF THE SOCIAL
HOUSING SECTOR
At the heart of the delivery of a successful Social Housing programme in the country are strong and sustainable Social
Housing Institutions (SHI’s).

DEFINITION BOX

SO WHAT IS A STRONG AND SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL HOUSING INSTITUTION?
A Social Housing Institution (SHI) is a not for-profit company with its core activities to develop and undertake the
effective and efficient management of the stock and tenancies over the lifetime of the asset. In terms of the Social
Housing Act 2008 and linked regulations, SHI’s have to be accredited by the SHRA to receive the government
capital grant to assist with the development of Social Housing stock. SHI’s must cater for the agreed income
bands and rentals and have good property and tenant management services in place, it is also required to run a
sustainable business and re-invest any surplus back into the social housing sector.
The Social Housing Act 2008, with associated regulations, make not for profit Social Housing Institutions the primary
agents for the delivery of the programme. SHI’s function within an institutional framework in co-operation with the
various spheres of government, the social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA), financiers including Development
Financing Institutions (DFI’s); private developers and other private sector stakeholders. Without well-functioning and
successful SHI’s the sector will not be in a position to deliver.
Despite the importance of SHI’s, historically very little is understood as to how successful SHI’s develop as businesses
and what the meaning of this is for a strong and sustainable sector. The NASHO ‘Long Term Financing of Social Housing’
project unpacked some of the critical factors and its implications in the business development of SHI’s.
This paper is intended to focus this debate, sharpen it, and provide a framework to inform future approaches to capacity
development and financing of SHI’s in South Africa.

2.  A BRIEF HISTORY OF SHI DEVELOPMENT
Save for one example, Communicare, all SHI’s in South Africa developed post 1994. Initially they developed in a relatively
ad hoc manner as a response to developing affordable rental for low and moderate households in the major urban areas
in South Africa. SHI’s functioned mainly around the use of the government’s Institutional Subsidy for the provision of
rental and ‘rent to buy’ stock. SHI business was carried out in a very unregulated environment and with inadequate
levels of skilled capacity and great uncertainty about financing.
In the early 2000’s the Social Housing Foundation (SHF) was formed with financing from the European Union and other
countries as well as from the South African fiscus. It drove a capacity development programme directed at supporting
the formation and support of SHI’s. At the same time, it co-ordinated the development of a much stronger policy and
financing framework for Social Housing that resulted in the Social Housing Policy 2005, the Social Housing Act 2008,
the establishment of the Social Housing Regulatory Authority in 2011 and the introduction of the capital financing
instrument, the Restructuring Capital Grant (RCG).
This assisted in creating an enabling environment for SHI’s in which there was greater certainty for the financing of social
1
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housing and with it the potential to grow strong and sustainable SHIs. The introduction of ‘regulation’ provided the
opportunity to reduce risk and through this encourage further investment from both government and the private sector.
While the regulation did result in the establishment of many more accredited SHI’s, many still do not have stock under
management nor do they have the start-up capital and capacity to effectively set themselves on a path to sustainability.

3.  THE PRESENT STATE OF SHI’S IN THE SECTOR
In 2016 there were 48 SHI’s accredited by the SHRA. Of these 40(83%) are conditionally and 8(17%) are fully accredited.
The list below shows the unit numbers under management category by accreditation status.
Figure 1: SHI accreditation in relation to units under management

SHI STATUS
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Thirteen (28%) have more than 500 units, considered to be the number of units required for breakeven point and of
these seven (15%) have 2 000 units or more that is considered to be the number of units that allows for the generation
of surplus for re-investment in existing or additional stock. Since the establishment of the SHRA in 2011, three additional
SHI’s have units under management and one of these have enough units to make it strong and sustainable in the longer
term. The rest of the SHI’s with stock under management come from the core of SHI’s established before 2011.

SO WHY? BOX

SO WHY HAS THERE BEEN SO LITTLE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION OF SHI’s?
A number of factors have contributed to this including:
•
Lack of clear national strategy for the development of the right quantum of SHI’s in the right places
•
The lack of applied capacity development resources to support the development and strengthening of SHI’s
•
The uncertainty in the viability of the existing capital financing model and capital financing flows
•
The problems with the accreditation and capital financing allocation systems
The present status on the development of SHI capacity in the country means that there are too few sustainable SHI’s
in the right parts of the country and at the present time there is no coherent strategy to drive this development. This
requires a real re- think of what is needed to build strong and sustainable SHI’s and with it a strong and sustainable
social housing sector.
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B. THE LTF PROJECT AND SHI BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
IN SOUTH AFRICA
The ‘Long Term Financing of Social Housing” project undertaken by NASHO in 2014 and 2015, identified a business
trajectory for SHI’s that provided the framework within which to define the capacity of SHI’s; their capacity development
needs; their operational and capital financing requirements and their ability to contribute to the development of the
sector.

1.  APPROACH
The study consisted of a business analysis of 5 SHI’s at various stages of development:
•
•
•
•
•

SHI 1: Subsidy dependent, medium size
SHI 2: Subsidy dependent, expanding
SHI 3: Self investing
SHI 4: Subsidy dependent, slow growth
SHI 5: Firm equity base.

The chosen SHI’s were then evaluated according to:
a. Leadership approach: strategy and the mix of unit types the SHI’s chose, and the business model
b. Capital allocation: the SHIs’ investment and financing decisions, and the cost of the finance
c. Operational efficiency: rental income including their collections ability, and operating costs such as salaries and
maintenance.
d. Project level sustainability
e. Overall financial sustainability
f. Case studies that considered the following:
a. Stages of development and trends for SHI’s (business models)
b. How the institutions are using SH funding (ISHP/ SHIP) and the outcomes of these activities
c. Viability of projects and SHI’s

2.  RESULTS - FINANCIAL FLOWS THROUGH A BUSINESS
TRAJECTORY
The study shows that there is a wide degree of variation in the financial sustainability of SHI’s.
Given the current government finance available, sustainability in operations for an SHI is determined by
•

Characteristics of the housing stock the SHI manages:
◊
Age: projects delivered before 2012 are more sustainable
◊ Size: larger projects (>150 units) and portfolios (>1000 units) are more positive

•

How revenue is structured and managed:
◊ Tenant mix: primary market tenants (earning ↑R3 500 per month) is more positive
◊ Market rentals: including affordable/ gap rentals contributes towards greater sustainability
◊ Collections ability: keeping vacancies and arrears low is more positive

3
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•

Control of operating costs:
◊ Lean operations: keeping operations below R1000 per unit per month, made up of about 50% direct property
cost and 50% overhead costs
◊ Maintenance requirement: operating newer buildings

Sustainability in financing for an SHI is determined by;
• Ratio of loan to cost (‘gearing’): low ratio is positive, and those financed with 30% debt are often more sustainable
than those with 50-60% debt, even where the latter are focused on the more profitable gap market
• Cost of debt: lower interest rates (or grants) allow improved sustainability
• Loan term: a slightly shorter term (e.g. 15 years) offers the possibility of reinvestment (e.g. fixing up old buildings
or funding new units) without increasing the loan instalments too much.

3.  RESULTS - CHALLENGES TO SHI SUSTAINABILITY
From this study the following key challenges to SHI sustainability were identified:
• Parameters of existing capital grant financing model - One of the main determinants of sustainability for SHI’s is the
government capital subsidy. While consumer price inflation between 2008 and 2014 was 48% and building inflation
41% neither the SH income bands nor the RCG quantum have shifted. The consequence for SHI’s is an unsustainable
tenant base, where in the deep down market (↓R3 500), the tenant pool is shrinking, and in the primary market (R3
501 to R7 500), larger and costlier units are required.
The Diagrams below show the financial variations of operating a SH unit in 2008 to that of building one in 2015.

In general, growth in social housing units is no longer possible within the current funding mechanism, and new
developments are only feasible under special circumstances. Less experienced SHI’s are still tempted to make overly
optimistic assumptions, but this leads to unsustainable projects or organisations.
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Existing SHI’s may focus entirely on delivering affordable housing (market units) in new developments to maintain
financially sustainable, and in doing so, therefore no longer serve lower income households.
Many existing developments and the SHI’s that operate it are barely covering costs, and may need an operating subsidy
in the future. SHI’s will also struggle more to keep up with its building maintenance, there is thus a medium term risk
of premature ageing of the properties and ultimately a long term risk of crumbling housing infrastructure. This will likely
end up being a burden on government.
•

Financing decisions: Given the long term loans taken out to fund social housing stock (typically 10-20 years), terms
of financing play a vital role in determining financial sustainability. Several SHI’s had received concessionary eurodenominated loans from Dutch International Guarantees for Housing (DIGH), which had become burdensome to
service (despite low interest rates) when the Rand depreciated beyond SHI expectations. The majority of SHI’s took
out locally issued, Rand-denominated loans from the NHFC (National Housing Finance Corporation), banks and niche
lenders1 on similar terms with the exception of the loan period. Quicker repayment, for example in 15 instead of 20
years, will in future provide an additional ‘tail’ of surplus with which to fund long term maintenance, for example;

•

Age of portfolio: this relates specifically to the RCG-funded share of an SHI’s portfolio, where sustainability is
significantly affected by the time at which the development was put into service (due to fixed parameters on subsidy
quantum, tenant income and rentals). It is expected that, in general, efficiently operated developments put into
service before 2012 are now running surpluses, whilst more recent projects are marginal or loss-making;

Figure 2: Estimated monthly surplus per unit by year unit put into service, 2015 Rand

Source:		
•

Own analysis

Unsustainable portfolio tenant mix: this typically manifests as insufficient numbers of primary market tenants
to cross-subsidise lower income tenants. It is often the consequence of applying for a greater RCG allocation at
project inception, through incorporating a greater share of deep down market tenants than the mandatory 30%
minimum. This creates a long term operating challenge in terms of weak tenant affordability and dwindling numbers
of creditworthy applicants for vacant units, impairing SHI top line;

These include regional DFIs (Development Finance Institutions) such as the Gauteng Partnership Fund and lenders with specific
housing mandates such as TUHF.
1
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•

Heavy overhead structures: this may be the result of broader organisational mission, typically relating to the
provision of care-based services. Particularly where housing institutions serve a variety of tenant types (for example,
pensioners, special needs individuals and families), the unsustainability of specific components of their rentals
portfolios is not easily detected unless activity based costing is undertaken. The net impact is a weak bottom line.

Looking into the future, there are also several broader potential threats to the sustainability of SHIs, including:
• General inflation: a lag between an increase in costs and an increase in rents, and the difficulty in increasing rents
at the lower end of the market to cover costs.
• Electricity inflation: the rapidly increasing cost of electricity is a burden on SHI’s and its tenants
• Interest rate hikes, especially for longer term loans.

4.  UNDERSTANDING A SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS TRAJECTORY
The case studies showed that SHI’s do not just happen because a group of people get together with a piece of land.
Rather it is process of developing a business that requires applied capacity as well as both set–up and operational
resources. That the period from first set-up to completion of 1st project of up to 300 units takes approximately 3 years
before generating any cash flow. Thereafter the SHI’s have the basic development support and stock management
capacity in place and since there is capital grant finance available are likely to develop rapidly over the next 4 – 5 years
achieving expansion of between 800 – 1200 units. At this point SHI’s are not only financially viable but start generating
a profit for re-investment in their existing or new stock. Having reached this stage an SHI might choose to slowdown
and stop development or continue to develop into an SHI with a large portfolio and other resources that help them to
re-invest in the sector without linkage to government subsidy. To get to this stage can take a minimum of 7 years for
an SHI business.
In differentiating these stages, the study provided a framework for a matrix that can help better understand the primary
functions, the capacity, the financial needs and opportunities and the likely sector outputs or value add at various stages.
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C. THE SHI BUSINESS TRAJECTORY MATRIX
The findings from this study broadly highlighted four stages of growth, or business models, into which South African
SHI’s fit. These categories provide an informative framework to better understand the financing, sustainability factors,
the scope of business and the ability of SHI’s at different stages to re-invest in the sector. The result is the SHI Business
Development Matrix.

1.  THE STAGES
•

Newly Established SHI (NESHI): NESHI’s are start-up SHI’s which have received accreditation and are focused on
building up to a portfolio of approximately 300 units over 3 years;

•

Rapidly Expanding SHI (RESHI): RESHI’s have moved beyond start-up phase into a more rapid accumulation of stock,
based on expanded rental management and development capabilities. In the modelling, approximately 300 units
are built annually for 3 years, leading to scale of 900 units by the end of this period (year 6) reaching a portfolio of
1200 units or more;

•

Well Established SHI (WESHI): WESHI’s operate at scale, achieving operational efficiency whilst also reaching
peak growth potential. Management strength and a degree of commercial acumen enable WESHI’s to enter other
businesses, for example affordable housing rentals, to accumulate cash equity for reinvestment in their social
housing businesses. WESHI’s are assumed to grow at a rate of 300 units per annum for years 7 through 14, reaching
a total portfolio size of 5 100 units;

•

Mature Established SHI (MESHI): at 20 years old, SHI’s are likely to reach optimal economies of scale at 5 100 units,
becoming MESHI’s. While some may continue to develop, their focus shifts to seeding and capacitating new SHI’s,
while at the same time evaluating the sustainability of their portfolios and taking strategic asset management
decisions. Maintenance and recapitalisation of ageing existing buildings are significant priorities during this phase.
In the model, it assumed that MESHI’s do not add any more units to their own portfolio, although they may very
well grow through subsidiary NESHI’s.

The bulk of new units will be delivered by large, established SHI’s (the “WESHI’s”). So it makes sense to enable more
SHI’s to develop to this stage if social housing is to grow effectively in South Africa.

CLARITY BOX

THIS IS NOT AN ACCREDITATION MATRIX
This matrix is not intended to replace the ‘accreditation’ approach. It is a matrix to guide the development of
SHI’s that are accredited. It is quite possible to be both conditionally accredited and a WESHI and also to be a
RESHI and fully accredited.

7
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2.  LIFECYCLE TRAJECTORY
Figure 3 below reflects the anticipated portfolio and lifecycle trajectory of a typical SHI based on the realistic moderate
scenario modelled for purposes of this report. Organisational net financial position turns positive in year 4, as the
SHI transitions into RESHI status. At this point the SHI has built or acquired a sufficient number of units to generate
revenues to fully cover overhead and operating costs. Targeted unit operating cost of R1 000pm (2015) is achieved
shortly thereafter, in year 5.
Note that this analysis is premised on Government allowing social housing tenant household income bands to move up
to at least R3 500-10 000 per month, in accordance with the policy, to take into account inflation since 2008. In this case
the primary market constitutes households with R3 500-5 500 monthly income, and the secondary market R5 500-10
000 income.
Figure 3: SHI lifecycle trajectory (social housing portfolio only)

Source:		

Own analysis

As noted above, there has been very little historical participation by commercial lenders in social housing finance, as a
result, the burden of financing currently lies squarely with the public sector.
The approach outlined in this document, however, rests fundamentally on the assumption that larger, better established
SHI’s actively pursue diversified business models in which they are willing and able to undertake for-profit activities to
cross-subsidise their social housing enterprise. Large scale portfolios and sustainable revenue streams, combined with
greater levels of management professionalism, help to overcome commercial lender reluctance. As a result, the WESHI
and MESHI organizations are anticipated to be able to secure some commercial financing to augment grant and public
loans.
Additional income earned through these activities supplies WESHI’s and MESHI’s with critical cash equity, which is used
to reinvest in new social housing units. For present purposes, additional net income per unit derived from for-profit
activities is estimated at R1 000 per social housing unit per month, based on prior work modelling the profitability of
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affordable rentals2. Less reliance on capital grants at these stages enables Government to channel additional funds and
technical support to younger SHI’s which need it most to survive the difficult early years.

EXAMPLES BOX

Concessionary Loan Facilities
Once an SHI reaches the WESHI stage it generally has well-structured business processes and risk management
mechanisms in place. It requires more flexible access to capital finance to allow it to better use its capacity to
leverage against and extend its portfolio. In such circumstances a more efficient form of capital financing from
government is via concessionary loans or structured loan guarantees. For a NESHI the RCG subsidy provides the
more efficient mechanism.
The RESHI Capacity Development Programme
In 2014 – 2015 NASHO ran a 9-month capacity development programme that targeted the specific business
development needs of the RESHI’s that permitted them to focus on issues that were particularly pertinent to
their stage of development, different from those that a NESHI or WESHI would have. The understanding of the
business stages and trajectory helped to develop a more nuanced and useful capacity development intervention.
The financing approach laid out below demonstrates how a nuanced and flexible public financing approach to social
housing can deploy funds to where they are needed most, whilst also potentially attracting private lending once SHI’s
and their housing projects become bankable.
The next section provides two matrixes based on the SHI business stages:
MATRIX 1: BUSINESS CAPABILITY AND SCOPE
MATRIX 2: FINANCING OF THE BUSINESS AND ITS ACTIVITIES
These can give direction to a more focussed and nuanced approach in structuring business support and financing for
the sector.

This assumes that SHIs develop 1 affordable housing rental unit for each social housing unit in their portfolios. Alternatively,
equivalent income could come from services, including from provision of third party rental management.
2
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N/A

•

Complementary
services

Building organisational
capacity (appropriate
SHI skillsets esp. tenant
management)
Tight financial
management to run
operations on small initial
budget

Analysing local markets
Planning developments
including applications for
public and private funding
Cost-effective
procurement of turnkey
developments
Tenanting buildings

Small (< 300 units)
Pure SH, as a result
of being heavily grant
dependent

•

•

•

•

•
•

Property portfolio •
•

Business needs

Core capabilities
and activities

NESHI

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Depending on in-house
resources, may start
offering third party rental
management services
to build equity and drive
down overheads per unit

•

Medium (< 900 units)
•
Primarily SH, as a result
•
of still being heavily grant
dependent
May enter adjacent market •
rentals e.g. gap or student

Third party rental
management services to
build equity

Large (< 5 100 units)
Mix of SH and market
rental housing (e.g. gap,
student or mid-market)
May enter other property
segments for mixed use or
mixed tenure models

Translate SH experience
into market edge,
becoming less reliant on
public funding
Financial expertise, as
private funders gradually
replace public

Same as RESHI
Adoption of lean, well
tested supplier base
(construction, O&M)
to support rapid, costeffective portfolio growth
Adept business skills
(market insight,
negotiation, finance) to
support likely entry into
commercial activities

WESHI

Achieving effective lean
•
operations at scale:
growing the portfolio more
quickly than the cost base
Market insight
•

Same as NESHI
Effective tenant and
property management,
reflected in operating
costs converging on
industry target (R1000/
pm)
Strategic decision making
as portfolio growth picks
up

RESHI

MATRIX 1: SHI BUSINESS STAGES - BUSINESS CAPABLITY AND SCOPE

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Third party rental
management services to
build equity

Very large (>5 100 units)
Mix of SH and market
rental housing (e.g. gap,
student or mid-market)
May enter other property
segments for mixed use or
mixed tenure models

Long term asset
management
Innovative strategy to
explore seeding new SHIs

Same as WESHI
Focus on maintaining
day-to-day costs (e.g.
refinancing, operating
cost control) to avoid
diseconomies of scale
Strategic asset
management: Optimising
portfolio, recapitalising,
converting or disposing of
ageing buildings

MESHI
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Role for public sector (fiscus
and state-funded DFIs)

Role for private financiers
(commercial lenders and
investors)

•

Capital funding (property
finance)

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Operational (working capital)

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Capital grant provision (RCG + IS) •
(‘equity’)
DFI loans (recommend pricing
•
at better than market rate e.g.
JIBAR)

Reduced capital grant provision
(IS)
DFI loans (recommend pricing
at better than market rate e.g.
JIBAR)

Significant
Lenders likely willing to fund
businesses or projects with
attractive deal economics,
dependent on regulatory risks
attached
Investors interested, dependent
on profitability and regulatory
risks

Economically viable, rapidly
growing, diversified portfolio
Can invest some own equity but
requires targeted grants to top
up and keep rents low
Similarly, can raise debt
commercially dependent on
exposure to regulatory risks.
Again, pricing affects rentals

Largely self-funding through
revenues of large portfolio

WESHI

Limited
•
More progressive lenders likely
•
willing to fund businesses or
projects in later years subject to
SHI track record, deal economics
and regulatory risks attached
Profitability still relatively low,
•
hence investors less active

Functional organisation with no
equity base and relatively high
operating cost per unit (small
portfolio)
Need grants for equity layer
Mainly dependent on DFI debt,
gradually less so as portfolio
grows, costs fall and experience
deepens

Should be able to fund own
operations through revenues
reached at scale of 400 units

RESHI

Capital grant provision (RCG + IS) •
(‘equity’)
DFI loans (recommend highly
•
concessionary pricing basis)
Support for org set-up
(capacitation grants, zero
interest loans or TA provision)
Temp revenue incentives to 3rd
party rental managers (or back
office)

None
Lack of track record, other
revenue generating assets,
regulatory risk (e.g. on sale of
assets) deter lenders
Lack of track record, commercial
returns and exit deter investors

Start-up organisation still
building core organisational
capability
Need grants or equity on highly
concessionary terms
Need debt on soft terms

Need limited seed capital on
highly concessionary terms

NESHI

MATRIX 2: SHI BUSINESS STAGES – FINANCING OF BUSINESS AND ITS ACTIVITIES
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D. SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRONG AND
SUSTAINABLE SHI’s
The LTF study has highlighted some critical factors that can positively influence the strength of SHI’s and with it the
strength and sustainability of the sector.

3.  ENABLE NEW SHI GROWTH
While some growth is possible through the existing SHI’s, this could result in some very large SHI’s. Experience in
other countries suggests that there are marginal returns to growth and at some point SHI’s can become too large and
potentially dysfunctional. There is no clear limit in size, but some international exploration suggests that optimal size
of SHI’s in the range of 3000-5 000 homes. This is not an absolute limit; well-functioning SHI’s may be able to manage a
larger portfolio, but for purposes of modelling we have assumed maturity at 5 000 units. This level allows economies of
scale in operations, professionalism in management and executive levels, build-up of sufficient equity to contribute to
additional development with less dependence on government grants, and responsiveness to residents.
Given the Government commitment to expand the investment and delivery in Social Housing beyond the current number
of active SHI’s, it would be necessary (in order to avoid too few SHI’s and individual SHI’s becoming too large) to provide
opportunities for new entrants and to expand the BBBEE base within the sector. In addition, given the spatial place
changing objectives of social housing, there may be a need to establish new SHI’s for those designated restructuring
zones lacking SHI capacity.
Expansion needs more effective management than was the case in the past. Historically the more open accreditation
process that lets those interested rather than strategic targeting enables a larger number of SHI’s to sprout annually
but with low chances of achieving sustainability. The past history in South Africa (1996-2006) and high failure (62%) of
new SHI projects in this earlier period recommends against repeating this more open approach3. A more controlled and
strategic growth approach is needed. With a limit on annual new SHI’s, a higher level of due diligence and monitoring
is possible, enabling strategic selection and support. This more strategic approach should be backed by a clear and
achievable BBBEE policy.
To be successful SHI’s require some degree of functional support (mentoring) as well as funding to cover start up
staffing costs. Limiting the number of newly accredited SHI’s allows limited resources to be contained and invested
strategically. With only a few new SHI’s accredited each year, a more rigorous review and accreditation process can be
applied. And with small additions there are greater opportunities for sponsorship and mentoring from existing mature
SHI’s, sponsoring international agencies (a number of existing successful SHI’s benefited from international sponsorship
through both funding and technical assistance), or potentially through a capacity support function within NASHO itself.
Once accredited, there are a number of options for the type and scale of activities taken on by new SHI’s. The primary
objective is to expand the total number of units constructed (or rehabilitated in some cases). However, this does not
mean new SHI’s should jump directly into development activity.
Long term success and sustainability requires sound expertise in property management functions – managing new
and subsequent turnover in tenants, ensuring compliance with program income targeting objectives, establishing and
collecting rents, maintaining the property, asset management and financial management.4

Past performance and failure based on data presented at April 2015 LTF workshop by Gafee Vengadajellum: “History and Status”
The term “property management” is used in this report to be inclusive of tenant management, rent collection and accounting,
maintenance and asset management.
3
4
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When SHI’s undertake new development, there is a tendency to overlook their property and asset management role,
especially when this has not been firmly established. This is a primary cause of failure for new SHI’s. Many of the SHI’s that
failed between 1996 and 2006 likely did so because they had minimal expertise which was very thinly spread between
new development activity and property management roles. With limited capacity there is a tendency to allocate staff
energy to the more exciting new development activity, and ignore or under-resource the property management side
of the business.
One option, as adopted in the UK, is to use the ongoing regulatory system to determine which SHI’s can undertake new
development. The UK model uses their regulatory rating mechanism to assess overall SHI competence and capacity and
precludes young less experienced SHI’s from leading new development. Instead they must partner with an established
SHI who lead new development. Once completed, the new SHI takes on the initial tenanting process (still guided by the
mature SHI). Only after sustaining successful property management operations consistently can the SHI take a lead in
new development. Taking this approach in South Africa could also help focus the regulatory role of the SHRA.
Another approach is to establish the new SHI with a management contract to manage a portfolio of units owned by an
existing SHI. Again, this allows them to build critical expertise in property management. Once they prove capability,
an option is to transfer ownership to the young SHI, such that the NESHI’s build a portfolio through transfers rather
than new build. The more mature WESHI’s and MESHI’s would incrementally shed older assets and construct newer
ones. This is an approach being used in one of Canada’s provinces as a way to strengthen the community SHI sector.
Existing established government owned assets (totalling 7 500 units) are being transferred in bundles of 200-500 units
to qualified competent small-mid size SHI’s as a way to help them get to scale. This model may not initially work in South
Africa because there is not a pre-existing asset base to transfer (with a few notable exceptions, such as JOSHCO).
These types of sponsoring and mentorship models could be very effective in South Africa and would show commitment
within the existing social housing sector toward internally supporting growth of the sector.

3.1

NEED FOR SOME INITIAL CAPACITATION

Even if new SHI’s are initially precluded from undertaking new development, and may be mentored by mature SHI’s,
there will be a need to fund start-up staffing. Initially some senior management roles and a CFO could be shared
with the “parent” sponsoring SHI, such that only front line staff would be needed such as tenant management and
maintenance staffing. It is necessary to gradually establish stand-alone management expertise but this can be recruited
(or transferred) once the SHI reaches sufficient scale to fully cover the associated salary and overhead cost of senior
staff. This “sponsored, non-development” approach will incur lower start up capacitation requirements than a more
active development role.
The alternative is to enable new SHI’s to immediately take on new development activity. Their initial focus would therefore
be on development and they would need to have appropriate expertise – although much of this such as architect and
project management, can be hired in on a temporary basis for development and the cost of these professional services
capitalised into the project. The SHI would concentrate on preparing itself for management - the initial tenanting of the
property and then on-going property and asset management.
It is calculated that a NESHI takes a minimum of 3 years from accreditation until it completes its first units and has its
first cash flows, even if these do not completely cover its operational costs. During this 3-year period it has staffing costs
(development staff and management set up) and no immediate revenues. Depending upon a range of factors, the set
up and initial carrying costs for a new SHI can vary between R3m – R5m. Most NESHI’s do not have bridge financing to
cover this, either in the form of equity or loans. Without it there is a significant chance of failure at early stages.

3.2 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

In Canada, when new community based social housing commenced in the 1970’s a number of start-up programs
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were introduced for new non-profits undertaking development. These employed a combination of grants and loans.
Initial start-up was funded through a modest grant, up to $20 000 to cover incorporation, consultant fees for initial
planning, and feasibility work. Once feasibility is determined, a conditional funding commitment is made and Proposal
Development Funding (PDF) loans are provided directly from government to fund the professional services, architect,
construction manager etc. necessary to bring the project to start of construction. At this point the development loan
is folded into construction financing and the PDF portion is repaid.
Using a PDF loan, rather than a grant, substantially reduces the capital burden of the national treasury. This approach
could be used with initial capacitation funding for newly accredited SHI’s, as well as for RESHI’s that may not yet have
sufficient surplus cash flows to cover the costs of new development activity.
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E. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.  CONCLUSIONS
The development of strong and sustainable not for profit Social Housing Institutions are at the heart of the successful
delivery of Social Housing within the National Government programme. Historically there has not been an overall
strategic focus of systematically developing strong SHI’s in the right places to achieve the government’ developmental
objectives. This has resulted in uneven and insufficient development of such capacity with a cluster of 13 SHI’s with units
under management and a smaller group estimated at 11 that have properly sustainable businesses.
The LTF Project has examined a sample of SHI’s to better understand their sustainability and financial and development
support needs at the various stages of development. From this the study developed 2 matrixes that describe the business
capability and scope and the Business financing requirements and mechanisms at the various stages of the SHI business
trajectory.
The stages:
Newly Established SHI’s (NESHI): Set up accredited and delivering its first 300 units
Rapidly Expanding SHI’s (RESHI): Rapidly expanding by 300 units from its initial base
Well established SHI’s (WESHI): Expanding from a base of 1200 units at 300 a year but with a healthy cash flow and
capacity to take on other business activities to cross subsidise its SH work.
Mega SHI’s (MESHI): Reached 5000 + units and developed portfolio and reserves to make re-investment in the sector
more possible but organisationally at a stage to use some of these resources to support the seeding of new SHI capacity.
This matrix reinforces and gives some guidance the importance of a more strategic and nuanced approach to the setting
up and support of SHI’s if they are to (in the longer term) take responsibility for delivery and re-investment in the sector
There are three sets of additional issues impacting the potential for a more sustainable Social Housing Institution base
for the sector.
It is important to have a more strategic approach to developing new SHI’s and ensuring the appropriate support for
existing ones that are growing to increase delivery and sustainability. This requires underpinning with a well-developed
and viable BBBEE plan.
The overall approach needs to recognise a nuanced intervention at different stages. Importantly it needs to recognise
that in setting up an SHI it is difficult to structure viable financing for covering the cost until there is a sustainable cash
flow.
The second relates to operating practice and developing stronger business practice to ensure efficient and effective
management. This means carefully monitoring costs and working to hold these down, in part by learning from and
emulating practices of more established and efficient SHI’s.
The third area is to adjust the core SHIP parameters (income thresholds, rents and RCG) and link these to inflation (CPI)
such that new development (with inflating costs) can still be feasible. With improved rents potential viability is enhanced
and well-functioning SHI’s will have the capacity to generate modest operating surpluses. SHI’s can then build reserves
and accrue equity in its assets, which in turn can be used in the future to help fund additional new development.
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2.  RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the LTF study and the intent of achieving sustainable SHIs as effective and efficient implementation agents
for the sector the following issues require consideration:
a. The development of a National Capacity Development framework for the sector that has an important component,
the development of a 5 year financed plan to strengthen SHI capacity in the Sector to achieve the government’s
Social Housing objectives and delivery targets.
b. That this strategy is underpinned by a viable BBBEE policy and programme for the sector.
c. The development of a more programmatically based approach to developing capacity that takes into account the
stages in the business development of an SHI.
d. Recognition that the setting up costs of an SHI are not immediately available through equity or affordable loan
finance so that other mechanism can be structured to ensure that new SHI’s can develop to achieve sustainability.
e. That a more strategic approach to SHI accreditation and development needs to spatially target SHI capacity
development linked to adequate levels of demand in areas important to the strategic objectives of the programme.
f. That it is possible to mobilise the skills and resources of the well-functioning SHI’s to support the development of
new SHI capacity in the sector.
g. The development of a system of benchmarks for the various stages of business development to make it easier for
SHI’s to measure their performance against peers in the sector and also allow for different financing and support
mechanisms at different business stages as incentives to SHI’s.

READ MORE
If this overview has whet your appetite and you would like more information, you can go to the following
documents:
•
•

The Business Trajectory of Social Housing Institutions in South Africa
Social Housing Vison 2030

Additional details are available in the following Draft reports:

LTF Phase 2 Report – Analysis of case Studies of SHI Development
LTF Phase 3: Macro Analysis - Towards ‘Social Housing Vision 2030’
These documents are available on the NASHO website: www.nasho.org.za
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